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The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between emotional intelligence, cognitive
flexibility and psychological symptoms in pre-service teachers. The study included 414 pre-service
teachers at the Faculty of Education, Mersin University, Turkey. Pearson product-moment correlation
and multiple regression analyses were used to analyze the data. The results indicated that emotional
intelligence and cognitive flexibility showed significant negative correlation with anxiety and
depression. In addition, evaluation of emotions, which is one of the dimensions of emotional
intelligence, was the strongest predictor of psychological symptoms.
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INTRODUCTION
The discussion of the relationship between the mind and
emotions, which are the two important human-specific
structures, goes back a long way and the answer to this
relationship is complex (Elster, 1999). Along with the
behaviorist movement, the scientific value of the
behaviors that can be objectively observed has been
elaborated for a long time. Since the 1960s, psychology
has focused on the way information is recorded and
stored, cognitive processes and the nature of intelligence.
In this process, cognitive psychologists overlooked the
role of emotions in leading the mind (Goleman, 2005).
Cognitive psychologists, particularly, Beck (2005) and
Ellis (1962) state that thoughts are the main determiners
in behavior and cause emotional dysregulation. In
addition, the psychology literature has also stated that
emotions that are repressed for long periods
systematically guides cognition and enable individuals to
give reaction to the environment (Oatley et al., 2006).
Even according to the traditional view, emotions are
involved in rationalist choices, while—according to a
recently revised view—emotions play a regulatory role

(Elster, 1999). According to Goleman (2005), “As long as
emotions get a grasp on us, intelligence—good or bad—
can fetch up nowhere.”
Emotional Intelligence
Emotions play a crucial role in understanding humans
and making sense of thoughts and behaviors (Tuğrul,
1999). Emotions that are strong organizers of thought
and action seem conflicting; however, emotions are
required to reason and to be reasonable (Cooper and
Sawaf, 2000). In this framework, the concept of emotional
intelligence has been examined since the 1990s, and is
briefly explained as the awareness of one’s emotions, to
control and to use them in relationships. Salovey and
Mayer (1990) first used the term “emotional intelligence”,
and postulated that emotional intelligence consists of the
following three categories of adaptive abilities: appraisal
and expression of emotion, regulation of emotion and
utilization of emotions in solving problems. The first
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category consists of the components of appraisal and
expression of emotion in the self and appraisal of
emotion in others.
Mayer and Salovey (1997) revised the model and
described four main components of the cognitive and
emotional system the base of emotional intelligence: a)
perception of emotion, b) emotional facilitation, c) understanding emotions, and d) management of emotions. In
other words, emotional information is mentally processed.
In this revised model, emotional intelligence is described
as a kind of social intelligence that includes recognizing
the emotions of oneself and of others, distinguishing
these emotions and using this information to lead
thoughts and actions. Based on the Salovey–Mayer’s first
model of emotional intelligence (Salovey and Mayer
1990), Schutte and et al. (1998) developed Emotional
Intelligence Scale-EIS. The EIS was used by many researches to measure emotional intelligence (Chan, 2004;
Charbonneau and Nicol, 2002; Grisham et al., 2008). In
the present research, this instrument was used.
Bar-On explains the emotional intelligence as personal
skills, adaptability, stress management and general mood
and the underlying abilities and skills (Acar, 2001).
Adaptability involves the ability to respond to the
environment, new situations and to deal with problems,
and has three sub-dimensions (Bar-On et al., 2003; BarOn, 2005, cited by Karakuş, 2008): Reality testing; One’s
objectively comparing his/her own emotions and thoughts
with external realities and adapting his/her own emotions
and thoughts to the external realities; Flexibility; One
arranging his/her own emotions and thoughts to conform
the needs of new situations; Problem-solving; one’s
ability to effectively solve personal and interpersonal
problems.
Goleman (2005) describes emotional intelligence as
the capacity to motivate oneself; proceeding on one’s
way despite deficiencies; delaying satisfaction by controlling one’s incentives; developing empathy to others’
emotions and thoughts; and regulating one’s own
emotions in a way to enrich one’s life. According to
Goleman, intelligence is composed of two capacities —
rational and emotional—and these structures are in
continuous interaction. These capacities are effective in
the processing of stimulus and behavior. Intelligence
balance of rational–emotional is counterbalanced as the
emotions intensify and the emotional mind takes the
control and the rational mind loses its effect. Generally,
the emotional and rational mind is in a balance. Emotion
contributes to the processing of the rational mind, while
the rational mind gives shape to emotional data. Both
reflect the processing of differently, but have interrelated
cycles. Frequently, they work in an extraordinary
collaboration; emotion is indispensable for thoughts and
vice versa.
Emotional intelligence has been discussed in the domains of psychology and education. It has been observed
that emotional intelligence is related to many social and
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psychological problems. It has been stated that people
with high level of emotional intelligence manage their
emotions better, establish better communications psychologically and socially and behave functionally (Mayer et
al., 2008; Gawali, 2012; Sü Eröz, 2011; Keskin, 2010).
People with high level of emotional intelligence
competence have high levels of life satisfaction (Koçak
and İçmenoğlu, 2012) and job satisfaction (Karakuş,
2008) and experience less stress and exhaustion (Wu,
2011).
Cognitive constructs and flexibility
All Salovey-Mayer, BarOn and Goleman’s models seem
not to contradict each other. On the contrary, it is
assumed that cognitive and emotional constructs are
connected. It is particularly striking that cognitive
flexibility, which is defined by cognitive psychologists and
evaluated as the ability to adapt to certain situations and
passing from one thought to another; or the capacity of
looking at different problems with multilateral strategies
(Stevens, 2009) shows conceptual similarity with emotional intelligence. It is quite difficult to perceive what
percentages of an exhibited behavior are affected by
cognitive or emotional intelligence. However, the present
study examines to what extent the relationships between
emotional intelligence and cognitive processes and their
contributions are effective in the development of
psychological symptoms.
Recently, emotional intelligence has been intensively
discussed via the simile of “mellow wine in an old bottle.”
However, according to Davison and Neale (2004), the
cognitive paradigm maintains its effectiveness in today’s
psychology world. According to cognitive psychologists,
(irrational) cognitions and schemes that lie behind our
emotions and behaviors are rooted in anxiety and
depression and many other dysfunctional problems (Beck
et al., 2001; Fulton et al., 2011; Odin et al., 2013).
Cognitive psychologists therefore propose that thoughts
which cause psychological stress in intervention can be
changed and new and satisfying emotion-behavior can
be gained (Szentagotai and Freeman, 2007; Corey,
2001; Sharf, 1999; Capuzzi and Gross, 2003).
In addition to irrational thoughts, the concept of selfefficacy belief proposed by Bandura made particularly
important contributions to the transformation of behaviors
from a cognitive–behaviorist perspective (Capuzzi and
Gross, 2003). Bandura (1977) at first described the
concept of self-efficacy expectation as the belief in one’s
ability to successfully exhibit certain behaviors; then
stated this concept as the belief in the ability to organize
one’s own abilities and make them a behavior (Bandura,
1986). Therefore, beginning a behavior and successfully
exhibiting this behavior is determined by making the
required effort, one’s insisting on dealing with the
encountered problems while exhibiting the behavior and
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the perception of one’s own competence in the subjects.
Similarly to emotional intelligence, the concept of
cognitive flexibility has also been examined since the
1990s, and is described by Martin and Rubin (1995) as
one’s awareness of the choices that are appropriate for
new situations, adapting to new situations and being
willing to be flexible and feeling oneself self-efficient
when one is flexible. In this framework, it can be stated
that cognitive flexibility is based on the belief in selfefficacy.
Individuals with high level of cognitive flexibility easily
adapt to new situations (Anderson, 2002), can deal with
stress (Altunkol, 2011) and their worries decrease while
their adaptation increases (Öz, 2012). According to Diril
(2011), there is a significant positive relationship between
anger management and cognitive flexibility, while Bilgin
(2009b) reported that problem-solving skills significantly
predicted cognitive flexibility.
Emotional intelligence, cognitive
psychological symptoms

flexibility

and

The structures of emotional intelligence and cognitive
flexibility begin to develop in childhood, and are regarded
as important in terms of human development and
psychological health. Some studies reported a negative
relationship between high level of emotional intelligence
and anxiety (Jacobs et al., 2008; Salovey et al., 2002;
Lizeretti and Extremera, 2011; Bhullar et al., 2012) and
depression (Rude and McCarthy, 2003; Williams et al.,
2004; Batool and Khalid, 2009; Lloyd et al., 2012).
Common emphasis in these studies may be summarized
as emotional intelligence affects well-being. Similarly,
some researches in the related literature emphasized the
relationship of cognitive constructs and psychological
symptoms. For example, a positive relationship between
depression and anxiety, and irrational beliefs (Bridges
and Harnish, 2010; Taghavi et al., 2006), automatic
thoughts (Hjemdal et al., 2013) and a negative
relationship between depression-anxiety and self-efficacy
(Muris, 2002; Mystakidou et al., 2010) were reported. In a
similar vein, depression and anxiety were more common
on cognitively non-flexible individuals (DeBerry, 2012),
and depressive persons display less cognitive skills to
evaluate the environmental alternatives (Gan et. al.,
2006). According to Airaksinen et al. (2004), depressive
individuals show inadequate capability in episodic
memory and cognitive flexibility.
Emotional intelligence and cognitive capacity separately
affect psychological symptoms. The relationship of
emotional intelligence and several variables was
examined. However, there are limited study to examine
the relationship of emotional intelligence with cognitive
constructs and psychological symptoms.
There are studies to criticize the effect of emotional
intelligence to predict adaptive processes such as

personality and cognitive abilities (Brody, 2004). But
there also studies to emphasize the positive effect of
emotional intelligence on these constructs. In a study
examined general cognitive ability, emotional intelligence,
personality and mental health, Davis and Humprey
(2012) pointed out that emotional intelligence, instead of
general cognitive ability was the most powerful variable to
predict behavior problems and had a significant relationship with mental health. Şahin et al. (2009) examined
cognitive and emotional intelligence in relation to dealing
with stress and stress signs in the A type personality
pattern. They reported a significant negative relationship
between the experienced stress signs and overcoming
stress effectively and emotional intelligence and a
significant positive relationship between ineffectively
dealing with stress and type-A personality. Moreover, the
variables that predicted stress signs of among A–types
were determined to cause less usage of the methods for
overcoming stress effectively and to have inefficiency of
emotional intelligence in the dimension of general mood.
According to Gannon and Ranzijn (2005) the effect of
emotional intelligence on life satisfaction was more than
IQ.
There are a limited number of studies combining emotional intelligence, psychological symptoms and cognitive
structures, and emotional intelligence has been
discussed in terms of different variables. Because of the
limited number of study on the topic, the relationship
between psychological symptoms, and emotional intelligence and cognitive constructs are not clearly defined.
This study discusses the effects of emotional
intelligence and cognitive processes on psychological
symptoms, and aims to address the current gap in
knowledge within this domain. The present study includes
pre-service teachers who will in future educate children.
Childhood includes critical and dynamic developmental
processes, and is a period in which educational, personal
and social skills are also developed. Therefore, it is
thought that examining the emotional intelligence,
cognitive flexibility and psychological symptoms of preservice teachers is crucial in terms of educational surveys
and programs.
The purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to determine the relationships between emotional intelligence, cognitive flexibility
and psychological symptoms; and to examine the
contributions of emotional intelligence and cognitive
flexibility in predicting psychological symptoms.
METHOD
Study group
The study group comprised 414 pre-service teachers at the Faculty
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for emotional intelligence, cognitive flexibility and psychological
symptoms.

Optimism/ mood management
Evaluation of the emotions
Use of the emotions
Cognitive Flexibility
Anxiety
Depression
Valid N (listwise)

N
414
414
414
414
414
414
414

Min.
37.00
13.00
11.00
20.00
.00
.00

of Education, Mersin University, Turkey. Participants ranged in age
from 18 to 32; 58.2% (n= 241) were females and 41.8% were males
(n=173).

Measurement tools
Emotional Intelligence Scale (EIS): This scale was developed by
Austin et al., (2004) and is composed of 41 items. This scale is a
revision of the scale developed by Schutte et al. (1998) that was
composed of 33 items. The theoretical basis of EIS is the threedimensional emotional intelligence model of Salovey and Mayer
(1990), which uses a 5-point Likert-type scale (1-completely, agree;
5-completely disagree). The scale was adapted to Turkish by Tatar
et al. (2011). This adaptation of the scale is composed of 41 items
and three sub-factors, as in the original. In the adaptation study,
Tatar et al. applied exploratory factor analysis and found the
variance explained for three factors was 32.14%. Further, the
confirmatory factor analysis confirmed the three-dimensional
structure as Goodness of Fit Index-GFI: .88; Adjusted Goodness of
Fit Index-AGFI: .86; The Parsimony Ratio: .92; RMSEA: .06; RMR:
.09;( X2(347)= 2647,35; p<0,00). In the reliability study, CronbachAlpha internal consistency was calculated as .82 for the whole
scale. The internal consistency coefficients of the three factors
were: .75 for optimism/ mood management; .39 for use of the
emotions; and .75 for evaluation of the emotions (Cited by Tatar et
al.). In the reliability analysis conducted within the scope of the
study, Cronbach-Alpha coefficient was calculated as .88 for the
whole scale and was .85, .63 and .82 for the sub-factors,
respectively.
Cognitive flexibility scale (CFS): The Cognitive Flexibility Scale
(CFS) was developed by Martin and Rubin (1995), and is
composed of 12 items that are scored via a 6-point Likert-type
rating (1-completely agree; 6-completely disagree). The lowest
score of the scale is 12 and the highest is 72. High scores indicate
high level of cognitive flexibility while low scores indicate low
cognitive flexibility. Martin and Rubin (1995) stated that the items
were related with the three components of cognitive flexibility.
However, they calculate a total score than a three dimensional
structure. Altunkol (2011) also proposed a one-dimensional
structure in the adaptation study. In the criterion-related validity
analysis, significant correlations were observed between Cognitive
Flexibility Scale and Dysfunctional Attitude Scale (r=-.23), Irrational
Beliefs Test (r=-.14) and Cognitive Flexibility Scale (r=.54) (Bilgin,
2009a). Cronbach-Alpha coefficients reported in different studies
using this scale range between .72 and .87. Turkish adaptation of
CFS and validity and reliability analyses were conducted by
Altunkol. The Cronbach-Alpha coefficient of internal consistency
was .81. This scale was used to calculate the total score rather than
as a sub-scale in the original and in other studies. In the present
study, Cronbach-Alpha internal consistency for the whole scale was

Max.
104.00
64.00
35.00
72.00
44.29
45.00

Range
67.00
51.00
24.00
52.00
44.29
45.00

Mean
80.30
47.23
24.11
54.56
11.93
14.69

Std. Dev.
9.40
7.86
4.24
8.15
9.00
10.04

calculated as .82.
Brief symptom inventory (BSI): This scale is a self-assessment
scale consisting of 53 items using a Likert-type scale developed by
Derogatis (1992; cited from Savaşır and Şahin, 1997). The scale is
used to scan various psychological symptoms. BSI is the short form
of SCL-90-R (Symptom Check List). The instrument was adapted to
Turkish by Şahin and Durak (1994). In the factor analysis, a five
dimensional structure; anxiety, depression, negative self concept,
somatization and hostility, was observed. In the criterion-related
validity analysis, significant correlations were observed between
sub-dimensions of BSI and Social Comparison Scale (r=-.14 and .34), Obedience Scale (r=.16 and .42), Stress Tendency Scale
(r=.24 and .36), UCLA Loneliness Scale (r=.13 and .36), Offer
Loneliness Scale (r=.34 and .57), Beck Depression Inventory (r=.34
and .70). The BSI can be used for normal and Psychiatric
populations and a score can be calculated for each sub-scale. In
the present study, anxiety and depression subscales commonly
used in the cognitive psychology researches were used. CronbachAlpha internal consistency coefficients for the whole scale were
calculated as .96 and .95, while coefficients for the sub-scales
varied between .55 and .86. Within the present study, the internal
consistency coefficients for the sub-scales were .88 for anxiety and
.90 for depression.

RESULTS
Pearson product moment correlation and multiple
regression analyses were applied to the obtained data in
order to examine the relationship between emotional
intelligence, cognitive flexibility and psychological symptoms of pre-service teachers.
Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics related with emotional intelligence,
cognitive flexibility and psychological symptoms is given
in Table 1.
Bivariate correlations
Correlation coefficients related with emotional intelligence, cognitive flexibility and psychological symptoms
are shown in Table 2.
As seen in Table 2, there are significant positive
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Table 2. The relationship between emotional intelligence cognitive flexibility and
psychological symptoms.

Variable
Optimism/ mood management
Evaluation of the emotions
Use of the emotions
Cognitive Flexibility
Anxiety
Depression

1
1
**
.552
**
.294
**
.457
-.301**
**
-.277

2

3

4

5

6

1
**
.319
**
.511
-.531**
**
-.470

1
**
.137
-.084
-.087

1
-.348**
**
-.327

1
**
.775

1

n=414, *p<.05, **p<.01.

Table 3. Results of multiple regression analysis related to prediction of psychological symptoms.

Independent variable
Constant
Optimism/mood manag.
Evaluation of the emotions
Use of the emotions
Cognitive flexibility
2

B
40.85
-.002
-.582
.196
-.110

Std. H.
3.631
.050
.062
.094
.055

Anxiety
Beta
-.002
-.509
.092
-.100

t
11.251
-.031
-9.39
2.08
-2.00

p
.000
.975
000
.038
0.46

B
45.020
-.009
-.549
.161
-.140

Depression
Std. H.
Beta
t
4.227
10.650
.058
-.008
-.149
.072
-.430
-7.595
.110
.068
1.474
.064
-.113
-2.178

p
.000
.882
.000
.141
.030

2

Multiple R=.55; R =.30; F(4-409)=43.33; p=.000; multiple R=.49; R =.23; F(4-409)=31.47; p=.000.

relationships between emotional intelligence and cognitive
flexibility. It can be concluded that the sub-scales of
optimism/mood management and evaluation of the
emotions have significant negative relationships with
anxiety and depression. Similarly, cognitive flexibility
score shows significant inverse relationships with anxiety
and depression. The correlation analyses show that as
the scores for emotional intelligence and cognitive
flexibility increase, psychological symptoms reduce.
Multiple regression analyses were used to examine the
power of emotional intelligence and cognitive flexibility in
predicting psychological (Table 3).
Table 3 shows significant relationships between emotional intelligence and flexibility scores and anxiety
(R=0.55, R2=0.30, p<0.000) can be observed. Those
variables explain 30% of the variance related to anxiety.
Based on standardized regression coefficient (β), the predictive importance of the variables follows the sequence:
evaluation of the emotions > use of the emotions >
cognitive flexibility > optimism. The t-test relating to the
significance of regression coefficients shows that evaluation of emotions is the strongest predictor of anxiety,
followed by the use of emotions and cognitive flexibility.
On the other hand, the sub-scale of optimism has no
predictive effect on anxiety.
Table 3 shows that depression has significant relation2
ships with independent variables (R=0.49, R =0.23,
p<0.000) and these variables explain 23% of the variance
in depression. Based on standardized regression coefficient (β), the predictive importance of the variables
follows the sequence: evaluation of the emotions > use of

the emotions > cognitive flexibility > optimism. The t-test
for the significance of regression coefficients shows that
evaluation of emotions and cognitive flexibility contribute
significantly to the prediction, whereas use of emotions
and optimism has no effect on prediction. As with anxiety,
the strongest predictor of depression is the evaluation of
emotions, which is the sub-scale of emotional intelligence.
DISCUSSION
This study examined the relationships between emotional
intelligence, cognitive flexibility and psychological symptoms. A significant positive relationship was found
between emotional intelligence and cognitive flexibility. In
addition, it was also concluded that emotional intelligence
and cognitive flexibility have significant negative relationships with anxiety and depression. It is concluded that
high levels of emotional intelligence and cognitive flexibility are associated with psychological symptoms. On the
other hand, the regression analysis shows that evaluating
emotion, which is one of the sub-scales of emotional
intelligence, is the strongest predictor of anxiety and
depression. Cognitive flexibility is significantly related to
psychological symptoms but makes little contribution to
prediction.
When the relationships between the variables are
examined, the findings are in agreement with previous
studies in literature. The significantly positive relationship
between emotional intelligence and cognitive flexibility
would be expected, and supports the finding of Davis and
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Humprey (2012), Şahin et al. (2009) and Gannon and
Ranzijn (2005). As Goleman (2005) states, rational and
emotional minds are not alternatives for each other—
rather, they interact to contribute to the exhibition of
behaviors.
The finding of negative relationship between cognitive
flexibility, emotional intelligence scores and psychological
symptoms coincides with studies in the literature. People
with high levels of cognitive flexibility and cognitive
intelligence more easily adapt (Anderson, 2002) and can
better deal with stress (Altunkol, 2011; Şahin et al.,
2009). Öz (2012) reported a negative relationship between cognitive flexibility and worry, while Diril (2011)
found a positive relationship with anger control.
Individuals who are not sufficiently flexible behave rigidly,
make the same mistakes and have difficulty in adapting
to new situations (Anderson, 2002). People who have
irrational belief have also high levels of worry and
depression (Bridges and Harnish, 2010). People with
sufficient cognitive flexibility can effectively deal with new
and difficult situations; and can produce alternative ideas
and thoughts (Stahl and Pry, 2005). Moreover, cognitive
flexibility plays a key role in individuals developing a
belief in self-efficacy as part of developing a healthy
lifestyle (Martin et al., 1998).
Other studies in the literature have also reported that
emotional intelligence and psychological structures are
related. Some studies also reported that high level of
emotional intelligence was negatively related to anxiety
(Yip and Côté, 2013; Lizeretti and Extremera, 2011;
Bhullar et al., 2012) and depression (Karakuş, 2008;
Rude and McCarthy, 2003; Williams et al., 2004; Batool
and Khalid, 2009; Lloyd et al., 2012). Deniz and Yılmaz
(2006) found that university students with high level of
emotional intelligence more frequently use problemfocused coping strategies. Similarly, Şahin et al. (2009)
found a positive relationship between emotional intelligence and effective dealing at a high level. On the other
hand, it has been observed that people with high level of
emotional intelligence have higher functions in intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships (Salovey et al.,
2002; Sü Eröz, 2011). Ümit (2010) found significant
negative relationships between emotional intelligence
scores and aggressiveness in a study of adolescents.
Both cognitive flexibility and emotional intelligence are
related to psychological symptoms; however, according
to the results of this study, emotional intelligence was a
stronger predictor than cognitive flexibility for anxiety and
depression. Although the cognitive paradigm maintains
its currency, the study results mostly support studies that
focused on emotional intelligence. The limited researches
examining emotional intelligence and cognitive abilities
together exert the findings consistent with this result.
According to Davis and Humprey (2012) emotional
intelligence is the most powerful variable than general
cognitive ability to predict behavioral problems and there
is a significant relationship between mental health and
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emotional intelligence. Similarly, Gannon and Ranzijn
(2005) also observed that emotional intelligence rather
than IQ had an important effect on life satisfaction. Şahin
et al. (2009), who reported a significant relationship
between cognitive intelligence and dealing with stress at
a low level; and that cognitive intelligence, had no
predictive effect. The same study concluded that subscales of intelligence significantly predicted abilities to
deal with stress in a general sample, and in groups
exhibiting types A and B behavioral patterns.
According to Gawali (2012), emotional intelligence
plays a crucial role in individual’s mental health. Individuals with high level of emotional intelligence can deal
with the changes in life and can control their emotions
effectively, and are thereby able to strengthen their
mental health. Psychological and sociological factors
have been used to attempt to explain why people with the
same IQs do not show the same success in their
professional lives. It was soon understood that cognitive
intelligence is not always the key to success (Acar,
2001). Therefore, depending on the study results, it is
thought that poor understanding and control of emotions
can result in emotional disorders.
The greater power of emotional intelligence scores in
predicting anxiety and especially depression might be
because these psychological symptoms are more
strongly related to emotional situations than to cognitive
processes. In another words, problems in controlling and
guiding emotions result in some troubles and affect
mental health. For instance, Carl et al. (2013) stated that
disorders in regulating emotions are associated with
increased emotional problems. Similarly Rydell et al.
(2007) stated that children with low level of emotional
regulation display poor social functions. According to
Goleman (2005), emotional intelligence indicates an
individual’s recognition of their own emotions and those
of others, motivating himself/herself and good ability to
manage emotions in both the individual and his/her
relationships. Similarly, Salovey and Mayer (1990)
described emotional intelligence as one’s recognizing
his/her own emotions and those of others, differentiating
these emotions and using this information in guiding
thoughts and actions. The effect of emotional intelligence
on the situation of emotion is inevitable.
As stated at the beginning of this study, it is difficult to
estimate the extent to which a behavior is cognitive or
emotional oriented; however, in this study, emotional
intelligence scores were more effective on anxiety and
depression. Certainly, rational and emotional factors
interact to influence behaviors along a continuous
spectrum (Goleman, 2005). According to Öztürk (2004),
cognitive and emotional processes cannot diverge from
each other in people’s emotional lives. Within this frame,
emotional mind can be thought to be more dominant in
psychological symptoms as anxiety and depression. In
this framework, future studies may examine the mediator
variables between emotional and cognitive structures.
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For example, emotional intelligence and psychological
symptoms by means of structures like cognitive flexibility
can be examined. The results of the present study
revealed that optimism/mood management subtests of
EIS significantly correlated with anxiety and depression
but in the subsequent regression analysis did not predict
these variables. This may be a result of the psychometric
characteristics of EIS. Schutte Emotional Intelligence
Scale (Schutte et al., 1998) originally had one dimension.
However, afterward Austin et al., (2004) examine the
scale and proposed three dimensions. Then, the other
researchers (Gignac et al., 2005) proposed a four
dimensional structure for the same scale. In this context,
it may be important to examine the factor structure of the
scale in the further studies for more valid results on
emotional intelligence. Besides that, significant coefficients between these variables in the correlation
analysis but non significant prediction in the regression
may be result of the reciprocal effect of the variables.
The findings indicate the problem domains in which
emotional intelligence is effective and precautions that
can be taken to develop this intelligence. Neurological
studies on the development of emotional feelings indicate
that the unit that creates emotion in the brain is
sufficiently flexibility that it has the potential to develop
even in adulthood. However, individuals need a systematic program and strong internal commitment combined
with external support in order to develop these emotional
skills (Emmerling and Goleman, 2003; Bryan, 2006, cited
by Karakuş, 2008). The studies on this subject are
promising. Karahan and Özçelik (2006) reported that
training in developing emotional intelligence skills
affected the levels of emotional intelligence of people with
diabetes. Yaşarsoy (2006) stated that an emotional
intelligence development program for students of special
training classrooms reduced behavioral problems among
students. Empathy is a crucial part of emotional
intelligence, and includes understanding emotions. The
findings of studies on empathy are in agreement with this
result. Kahraman and Akgün (2008) stated that training in
empathy skills reduced problematic behavior among
children. Doğan et al. (2010) reported a positive relationship between emphatic tendencies and anger control,
while Hasta and Güler (2013) reported a negative
relationship emphatic tendency and aggressiveness.
Emotional intelligence is a capacity that can be developed. Therefore, experimental studies can be conducted
on this subject. In addition, studies can also be conducted on developing emotional intelligence among preservice teachers. The findings of the present study are
limited by the measurement tools used. Cognitive
flexibility structure was examined in this study and, based
on this, emotional intelligence and cognitive structures
were examined. In future studies, the use of different
measurement tools that can assess cognitive structures
will provide more generalizable results. Another limitation
of the study is discussion of anxiety and depression,

which are types of psychological symptoms. Future
studies might use the different dimensions of SCL-90-R,
which measure different psychological symptoms such as
hostility, somatization, negative ego, etc. Moreover, the
emotional intelligence levels of teachers and students
can be evaluated together, and the contributions of the
relationships within the educational environment on
emotional intelligence can also be studied.
In conclusion, the findings indicate that the capacity for
emotional intelligence rather than cognitive flexibility is a
much stronger predictor of anxiety and depression.
Within this context, measures adopted by educators to
increase their capacity for emotional intelligence will
contribute to training students with greater psychological
and social capabilities.
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